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Earth Homing: Reinventing Turf Houses
8 August – 9 September, 2018
Grótta Island
Seltjarnarnes, Reykjavík
“Earth Homing: Reinventing Turf Houses” questions the shared heritage of earth architecture in the
Nordic countries of Iceland, Norway and the Faroe Islands as we are becoming aware of the ecological
disaster we have created. “Earth Homing” seeks to reinvent turf houses through creativity, comparison
and experimentation for imminent future ‘architectures’. The exhibition project aims to redefine our
posthuman relationship to the earth as a conceptual and material construction. This rich resource full of
biological life is efficient – lasting hundreds of years and providing warmth in the harshest of climates.
“Earth Homing” sees itself as a research project based in creativity bridges different disciplines to allow
for creativity to be the driving force for an ecological and ethical future.
The exhibition project begins in Iceland marking the 100-year anniversary of sovereignty to Denmark
in 2018. What can be learned by revisiting this form of vernacular architecture which dominated all of
Icelandic architectural history until its eradication at the beginning of the 20th century?
Exhibition:
“Earth Homing” will take place on the Island of Grótta in Seltjarnarnes next to Reykjavík. The first
historical account of Grótta was in 1547. Today the Northwest point of Reykjavík is known for its
birdlife including the artic tern. The exhibition will take place in historic houses all around the island
beginning at Ráðagerði, a former private home. Other houses include Albertsbúð, the harbor house and
Vitavarðarhúsið, the lighthouse owner’s residency, the Grótta Lighthouse and Fræðasetur, the
educational and research center of Grótta.
Taking turf houses as a starting point of artistic experimentation “Earth Homing: Reinventing Turf
Houses” realigns us with architecture and with our home. The curatorial concepts allocated to each artist
are: Anna Júlía Friðbjörnsdóttir (kitchen), Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttir / Daniel Leeb (weather), Birgir
Andrésson (floorplan), Borghildur Indriðadóttir (sound), Claudia Hausfeld (ruins), Elín
Hansdóttir (measurement), Gunnhildur Hauksdóttir (voice), Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir
(hearth), Hrönn Gunnarsdóttir (window), Kolbeinn Hugi (soil), Ólafur Sveinn Gíslason
(baðstofa), Ólöf Nordal (spirit), Ragna Róbertsdóttir (turf), Sean Patrick O’Brien (roof), Sólveig
Aðalsteinsdóttir (beds), Steingrímur Eyfyörð (contemporary history) and Unnar Örn (craft).
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Public Program:
“Earth Homing” asks how can we contribute to a new ecological definition of ‘home’? Parallel to the
exhibition a series of talks will further investigate future implications of how artistic and architectural
production can redefine national identity and cultural value. Iceland as an internal crypto-colony is
unique being in an in-between position - between a Western force and the position of a colonizable
barbarian. (Gremaud 2013) How can Iceland’s ‘exotic’ national identity allow for a reinvention of sorts?
Academics or experts in their respective fields will give talks at the various historic buildings of Grótta:
Ann-Sofie Nielsen Gremaud (University of Cpenhagen), Hrólfur Karl Cela (Basalt Architects),
Sigrún Davíðsdóttir (RÚV), Kristín Loftsdóttir (University of Iceland), Sigurjón B. Hafsteinsson
(University of Iceland) and more speakers to be announced. Please visit Facebook and Instagram for the
dates and locations of the talks.
The exhibition and public program are curated by Annabelle von Girsewald.
Locations and opening hours:
“Earth Homing” takes place at on the island of Grótta in Seltjarnarnes, Reykjavík from 8th August until
9th September, 2018. The opening is on Wednesday, August 8 from 8 – 11.30pm. Maps for locations
on the nature preserve can be found at Ráðagerði.
Opening hours for Ráðagerði: Friday – Sunday from 12 – 6pm.
Opening hours for Albertsbúð, Vitavarðarhúsið, Fræðasetur and the Lighthouse: Friday – Sunday.
Access to the island will depend on the changing tides. Please check Earth Homing for the low tide
schedule for Grótta.
Funded by:

Myndlistarsjóður
Icelandic Visual
Arts Fund
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